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1. INTRODUCTION

Let Rn and Rn* denote the n-dimensional space of real column vectors
and the n-dimensional space of real row vectors, respectively, with any
convenient norm | } |. For r>0, let C=C([&r, 0], Rn) denote the Banach
space of continuous functions from [&r, 0] into Rn with the supremum
norm, |,|=sup&r�%�0 |,(%)| for , # C. The space C*=C([0, r], Rn*) is
defined similarly.

Adopting the usual conventions, if x: [t&r, t] � Rn and y: [t, t+r] �
Rn* are continuous functions, then the new functions xt # C and yt # C*
are defined by

xt(%)=x(t+%) for &r�%�0

and

yt(!)= y(t+!) for 0�!�r,

respectively.
Consider a linear homogeneous system of nonautonomous delay differential

equations

x$(t)=|
0

&r
d%['(t, %)] x(t+%), (1.1)
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where '(t, %) is an n_n matrix-valued function on R_R, measurable in
(t, %) # R_R, normalized so that

'(t, %)=0 for %�0, '(t, %)='(t, &r) for %�&r, (1.2)

and '(t, %) is continuous from the left in % on (&r, 0) and has bounded
variation in % on [&r, 0] for any t # R. Also, assume that there exists a
positive constant K such that

Var[&r, 0] '(t, } )�K for a.e. (almost every) t # R. (1.3)

The above hypotheses on ' guarantee that for any , # C, System (1.1)
has a unique solution on [&r, �) with initial value , at zero. That is, a
unique continuous function x: [&r, �) � Rn exists such that x0=,, x is
locally absolutely continuous on [0, �) and satisfies System (1.1) for a.e.
t�0 (see [8, Chap. 6, Theorem 1.1]).

A key tool in the analysis of System (1.1) with small delay is a class of
``special solutions'' introduced by Ryabov [15] and investigated by several
authors (see, e.g., [1, 4, 6, 10, 14]). In the following theorems we sum-
marize some known results in the form close to that given by Driver [4].

Theorem 1.1 [4, Theorem 3]. If

Kre<1 (1.4)

then there exists a unique n_n matrix-valued function X on R such that

(i) each column of X is a solution of (1.1) on R,

(ii) X(0)=I, I being the n_n identity matrix, and

(iii) supt�0 |X(t)| et�r<�, the matrix norm being that induced by the
norm used in Rn.

This matrix function X, called the special matrix solution of (1.1), has the
following properties:

(iv) for every t # R, the matrix X(t) is nonsingular,

(v) |X(s) X&1(t)|�e*0(t&s) for all s�t, where *0 is the unique root of
the equation *=Ke*r in the interval (0, 1�r).

The following theorem states that the special matrix solution X charac-
terizes the asymptotic behavior of all solutions of (1.1) as t � �.
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Theorem 1.2 [4, Theorem 4]. Suppose Condition (1.4) holds. Let , # C
and let x(,) be the unique solution of System (1.1) with initial value , at
zero. Then the limit

l(,)= lim
t � �

X &1(t) x(,)(t) (1.5)

exists in Rn.

Theorem 1.2 is a special case of a more general result of Jarn@� k and Kurwzeil
[10, Theorem 2.1] concerning nonlinear delay differential systems. Reference
[10, Theorem 2.1] implies an asymptotic relation different from (1.5), too.

Theorem 1.3 [10, Theorem 2.1]. Suppose Condition (1.4) holds and
adopt the notation of Theorem 1.2. Then

sup
t�0

|x(,)(t)&X(t) l(,)| et�r<�. (1.6)

Moreover, the constant vector l(,) given by (1.5) is the only one satisfying (1.6).

In connection with the asymptotic results formulated in the previous
theorems two problems arise. First, we need to describe the special matrix
solution X of (1.1) in order to get an explicit asymptotic representation of
all solutions. Second, since Theorem 1.2 gives a genuine asymptotic charac-
terization of x(,) provided l(,){0, it is important to be able to express
l(,) explicitly in terms of the initial function ,.

The first problem has been considered by Gyo� ri and the authors [1]. In
[1, Theorem 2.4] it is shown that under the smallness condition (1.4) the
special matrix solution of System (1.1) is a fundamental matrix of a linear
homogeneous ordinary differential equation whose coefficients can be
expressed in terms of the kernel '. This result turned out to be useful for
the study of the asymptotic behavior and stability of the solutions of certain
nonautonomous linear delay differential equations (see [1, 7] for details).

In this paper, we shall deal with the second problem. Combining some
ideas of Driver [4] and the standard duality between the solutions of (1.1)
and its formal adjoint equation, we shall show that l(,) can be characterized
by certain special solutions of the formal adjoint equation associated with
Eq. (1.1).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe an example
of an autonomous linear system. Applying the theory of linear autonomous
functional differential equations, we show that l(,) can be computed with
the basis for the generalized eigenspace of the formal adjoint equation
associated with the characteristic values having real parts greater than
&1�r. In Section 3, motivated by the discussion of the autonomous case,
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we construct a ``special matrix solution'' of the formal adjoint equation
associated with the nonautonomous system (1.1). The main result of the
paper is formulated in Theorem 4.1 in Section 4. It shows that, as in the
autonomous case, the limit l(,) can be characterized by the special matrix
solution of the formal adjoint equation defined in Section 3. As we have
pointed out, the proof is based on the standard linear duality theory and
generalizes the ideas used in the autonomous case. Finally, in Section 5, we
show that for a special class of Eq. (1.1) the smallness condition (1.4) can
be weakened. The proof yields a method for the numerical approximation
of the limits of the solutions of Eq. (1.1).

2. AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS

Consider the autonomous system with one single delay

x$(t)=Ax(t&r), (2.1)

where A is an n_n constant matrix and r>0.
In this section we show that for System (2.1) Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3

can easily be obtained from the general theory of linear autonomous func-
tional differential equations (see [8, Chap. 7]). Moreover, l(,) in (1.5) can
be computed explicitly. The discussion of System (2.1) will show the way
how to solve the original nonautonomous problem.

System (2.1) is a special case of Eq. (1.1). The kernel ' is given by

'(t, %)='(%)={&A
0

for %�&r
for %>&r.

Thus, Var[&r, 0] '(t, } )=|A| and the smallness condition (1.4) has the form

|A| re<1. (2.2)

In order to describe the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of System
(2.1), we have to examine the roots of the characteristic equation,

det 2(*)=0, 2(*)=*I&e&*rA. (2.3)

Lemma 2.1. Suppose Condition (2.2) holds. Then every root of (2.3) with
Re *�&1�r lies in the open disk |*|<1�r.

Proof. Let * be a root of (2.3) with Re *�&1�r. Then there exists a
nonzero column vector c such that [*I&e&*rA] c=0. From this,

|*| |c|=|e&*r| |Ac|=e&r Re * |Ac|�e&r Re * |A| |c|.
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Since Re *�&1�r, the last inequality implies |*|�e |A|<1�r (cf. (2.2)),
completing the proof.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose Condition (2.2) holds. There exist exactly n roots of
(2.3) (counting multiplicities) inside the open disk |*|<1�r.

Proof. We have

det 2(*)=det(e&*rI[*e*rI&A])=det(e&*rI) det(*e*rI&A)

=e&n*r det(*e*rI&A)=e&n*r `
n

i=1

(*e*r&+i ),

where +i , i=1, 2, ..., n, are the eigenvalues (not necessarily distinct) of A.
Hence

det 2(*)= `
n

i=1

hi (*), (2.4)

where

hi (*)=*&+i e&*r, i=1, 2, ..., n.

Using the inequality between the spectral radius and the norm of A and
Condition (2.2), we have for each i=1, 2, ..., n,

|+i |�|A|<
1
re

.

Consequently, on the circle |*|=1�r, we have

|hi (*)&*|=|+ie&*r|� |+i | e |*| r=|+i | e<1�r=|&*|.

So, by Rouche� 's theorem, hi (*) and &* have the same number of zeros
(counting multiplicities) within the circle considered. This shows that each
hi (*) has one (simple) root in the open disk |*|<1�r which, together with
(2.4), completes the proof of the lemma.

Combining Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we obtain

Proposition 2.1. Suppose Condition (2.2) holds. Then there is no charac-
teristic root of System (2.1) on the vertical line Re *=&1�r and there exist
exactly n characteristic roots of (2.1) (counting multiplicities) with Re *>&1�r.

Let

4=[* | Re *�&1�r, det 2(*)=0].
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In [8, Theorem 4.1] it is shown that the space C can be decomposed by
4 into a direct sum, C=P4 �Q4 , where P4 is the generalized eigenspace
of Eq. (2.1) associated with 4 and Q4 is the complementary subspace. That
is, every , # C can be written in a unique way as

,=,P4+,Q4, where ,P4 # P4 and ,Q4 # Q4 .

Let T(t): C � C (t�0) denote the solution operator of Eq. (2.1) defined
by

T(t) ,=xt(,), t�0, , # C,

where x(,) is the solution of (2.1) with initial value , at zero. From
Proposition 2.1 and the results of [8, Chap. 7], it follows that dim P4=n
and there exist positive constants M and # such that

|T(t) ,Q4 |�Me (&1�r&#) t |,Q4 |, t�0, ,Q4 # Q4 . (2.5)

Let 84=(,4
1 , ..., ,4

n ) be the basis for P4 . By [8, Chap. 7, Theorem 2.1],
there exists an n_n matrix B4 whose eigenvalues coincide with the set 4
such that

T(t) 84=84 eB4t, t�0
(2.6)

84(%)=84(0) eB4%, &r�%�0.

Since det 84(0){0, we may assume that 84(0)=I.
Define

X(t)=eB4t for t # R. (2.7)

Since every characteristic root of B4 has real part greater than &1�r, there
exists a positive constant L such that |X(t)|=|eB4t |�Le&t�r for t�0.
Thus, X has properties (i), (ii), and (iii) of the special matrix solution from
Theorem 1.1.

We now show that the asymptotic relations (1.5) and (1.6) also hold. To
do this, we need an explicit formula for the projection ,P4. According to
[8, Chap. 7, Lemma 3.4], we have

,P4=84 (94 , ,) , , # C, (2.8)

where ( } , } ) is the bilinear form defined by

(�, ,) =�(0) ,(0)+|
r

0
�(!) A,(!&r) d!, � # C*, , # C (2.9)
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and 94=col(�4
1 , ..., �4

n ) is the basis for the generalized eigenspace P*4
associated with 4 of the formal adjoint equation,

y$(s)=&y(s+r) A, where y is in Rn*, (2.10)

such that

(94 , 84)=I. (2.11)

For every , # C, we have

xt(,)=T(t) ,=T(t) ,P4+T(t) ,Q4

=T(t) 84 (94 , ,)+T(t) ,Q4=84 eB4t (94 , ,)+T(t) ,Q4,

the last and the last but one identity being a consequence of (2.6) and (2.8),
respectively. This, together with Relations (2.5), (2.7) and the fact that
84(0)=I, yields

x(,)(t)=X(t)(94 , ,) + f (t) for t�0, (2.12)

where

f (t)=o(e&t�r) as t � �. (2.13)

Since the eigenvalues of &B4 have real parts less than 1�r, there exists
a positive constant N such that

|X&1(t)|=|e&B4t |�Net�r

for t�0. In view of the last inequality, (2.12) implies for t�0,

|X&1(t) x(,)(t)&(94 , ,) |=|X&1(t) f (t)|�|X&1(t)| | f (t)|�Net�r | f (t)|.

By virtue of (2.13), the function on the right hand-side of the last inequality
tends to zero as t � �. Thus, we have calculated l(,) explicitly,

l(,)= lim
t � �

X &1(t) x(,)(t)=(94 , ,) . (2.14)

The asymptotic relation (1.6) is an immediate consequence of (2.12) and (2.13).

3. SPECIAL SOLUTIONS OF THE FORMAL ADJOINT EQUATION

In the discussion of System (2.1) we have seen that l(,) can be computed
explicitly with the matrix function 94 and the bilinear form (2.9). An
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interesting property of the bilinear form (2.9) is the following (see [8,
Sect. 7.3]): if x is a solution of Eq. (2.1) on [_&r, T] and y is a solution
of Eq. (2.10) on [_, T+r], then for _�t�T,

( yt, xt)=constant,

where yt and xt are the forward and backward restrictions of y and x,
respectively, defined in the beginning of Section 1.

Let Y be the ``special'' matrix solution of the formal adjoint equation
(2.10) satisfying the initial condition Y0=94 . If X is the special matrix
solution of System (2.1) (defined by Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7)), then, using the
above property of the bilinear form (2.9) and Relation (2.11), we obtain

(Y t, Xt )=(Y0, X0) =(94 , 84) =I for all t # R.

The purpose of this section is to prove the existence of a special matrix
solution of the formal adjoint equation

y(t)+|
T

t
y(:) '(:, t&:) d:=constant for t�T&r (3.1)

associated with the nonautonomous System (1.1) (see [8, Sect. 6.3; 9,
Sect. 6.3]), which has a similar property.

The analogue of the bilinear form (2.9) for System (1.1) is

(�, ,, t)=�(0) ,(0)+|
r

0
�(!) {|

0

&r
d;['(t+!, ;&!)] ,(;)= d!, (3.2)

where � # C*, , # C, and t # R (see [8, Chap. 8, Lemma 2.1] or Lemma 4.1
below).

Lemma 3.1. Suppose Condition (1.4) holds and let X be the special matrix
solution of System (1.1) from Theorem 1.1. Then for every d # Rn* there exists
a unique function y: R � Rn* locally of bounded variation such that conditions

( yt, Xt , t)=d for all t # R (3.3)

and

sup
t�0

| y(t)| e&*0 t<� (3.4)

hold, where *0 has the meaning from Theorem 1.1(v).
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Proof. Using the fact that '(t+!, ;&!)='(t+!, &r) for &r�;�
&r+! (cf. (1.2)), we have

(�, ,, t)=�(0) ,(0)+|
r

0
�(!) {|

0

&r+!
d;['(t+!, ;&!)] ,(;)= d!

and hence

(�, ,, t)=�(0) ,(0)+|
r

0
�(!) {|

&!

&r
d#['(t+!, #)] ,(#+!)= d! (3.5)

for � # C*, , # C, and t # R. Consequently, Eq. (3.3) can be written as

y(t) X(t)+|
r

0
y(t+!) {|

&!

&r
d#['(t+!, #)] X(t+#+!)= d!=d. (3.6)

Let t0 # R be fixed. Denote by B the vector space of those functions
y: [t0 , �) � Rn * for which

& y& =def sup
t�t0

| y(t)| e&*0 t<�.

(B, & }&) is a Banach space. Define

S=[ y # B | y is measurable on [t0 , �)].

Since the (pointwise) limit of measurable functions is measurable, S is a
closed subset of B.

For y # S, define

(Ky)(t)=dX&1(t)&|
r

0
y(t+!)

_{|
&!

&r
d#['(t+!, #)] X(t+#+!) X&1(t)= d! for t�t0 .

We claim that for every y # S,

Ky is locally of bounded variation on [t0 , �). (3.7)

To show this, rewrite (Ky)(t) in the form

(Ky)(t)=_d&|
r

0
y(t+!) {|

&!

&r
d#['(t+!, #)] X(t+#+!)= d!& X&1(t)

=_d&|
t+r

t
y(:) {|

t&:

&r
d#['(:, #)] X(:+#)= d:& X&1(t).
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Since X is locally absolutely continuous, so is X&1. Specially, X &1 is locally
of bounded variation. In view of the fact that the product of two functions
of bounded variation is of bounded variation, it suffices to show that the
function defined by the last integral,

f (t)=|
t+r

t
y(:) {|

t&:

&r
d#['(:, #)] X(:+#)= d:,

is of bounded variation on each interval [t0 , T], t0<T<�. Observe that
f can be written in the form

f (t)=|
T+r

t0

y(:) g(:, t&:) d: for t0�t�T (3.8)

where

0 for : # R, t>0

g(:, t)={|
t

&r
d#['(:, #)] X(:+#) for : # R, &r�t�0

0 for : # R, t<&r.

It can easily be computed that for a.e. : # [t0 , T+r],

VarR g(:, } )=Var[&r, 0] g(:, } )+| g(:, 0)|

�2 Var[&r, 0] '(:, } ) sup
&r�#�0

|X(:+#)|

�2K sup
t0&r�;�T+r

|X(;)|=K
*

(cf. (1.3)),

which, together with (3.8), yields

Var[t0 , T] f�|
T+r

t0

| y(:)| VarR g(:, } ) d:�K
* |

T+r

t0

| y(:)| d:<�.

Thus, we have shown (3.7). Specially, for every y # S, Ky is measurable.
Using (1.3), the properties of the special matrix solution X and the root

*0 from Theorem 1.1 and the definition of operator K, we obtain for y # S
and t�t0 ,
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|(Ky)(t)|�|d | |X&1(t0) X(t0) X&1(t)|

+|
r

0
| y(t+!)| Var[&r, &!] '(t+!, } )

_ sup
&r�#�&!

|X(t+#+!) X&1(t)| d!

�|d | |X&1(t0)| |X(t0) X&1(t)|+|
r

0
& y& e*0 (t+!)K

_ sup
&r�#�&!

e&*0 (#+!) d!

�|d | |X&1(t0)| e*0(t&t0)+Ke*0 rre*0 t & y&

=|d | |X&1(t0)| e*0(t&t0)+*0 re*0 t & y&.

Hence

sup
t�t0

|(Ky)(t)| e&*0t�|d | |X&1(t0)| e&*0 t0+*0r & y&<�.

Thus, K maps S into itself.
Furthermore, if y, z # S, then by similar estimates as before, we find

for t�t0 ,

|(Ky)(t)&(Kz)(t)|�*0 r & y&z& e*0 t.

From this, &Ky&Kz&�*0r & y&z&. Since *0 r<1, there exists a unique
solution y # S of y=Ky. This gives a unique solution of Eq. (3.6) and thus
of Eq. (3.3) on [t0 , �) satisfying Condition (3.4). In view of the uniqueness,
the solution y can be extended to all t # R by letting t0 � &�. According
to (3.7), y=Ky is locally of bounded variation. The proof of the lemma
is complete.

The following lemma states that any solution of the integral equation
(3.3) is a solution of the formal adjoint equation (3.1).

Lemma 3.2. Suppose Condition (1.4) holds and let X be the special
matrix solution of System (1.1) from Theorem 1.1. Let y: R � Rn* be a func-
tion locally of bounded variation satisfying Eq. (3.3) for some d # Rn*. Then
for every T # R, y satisfies the formal adjoint equation (3.1).
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Proof. Rewrite Eq. (3.3) as

y(t) X(t)+|
r

0
y(t+!) {|

0

&r
d;['(t+!, ;&!)] X(t+;)= d!=d for t # R.

(3.9)

The integral on the lef hand-side of (3.9) can be written in the form

|
r

0
y(t+!) {|

0

&r
d;['(t+!, ;&!)] X(t+;)= d!

=|
r

0
y(t+!) {|

t

t&r
d#['(t+!, #&t&!)] X(#)= d!

=|
t+r

t
y(:) {|

t

t&r
d#['(:, #&:)] X(#)= d:.

Interchanging the order of integration in the last integral, we obtain

|
r

0
y(t+!) {|

0

&r
d;['(t+!, ;&!)] X(t+;)= d!

=|
t

t&r
d# _|

t+r

t
y(:) '(:, #&:) d:& X(#).

Using the fact that '(:, #&:)='(:, &r) provided #�t and :�t+r
(cf. (1.2)), we can write the expression above in the form

|
r

0
y(t+!) {|

0

&r
d;['(t+!, ;&!)] X(t+;)= d!

=|
t

t&r
d# _|

T

t
y(:) '(:, #&:) d:& X(#) (3.10)

provided t�T&r. Substitution into (3.9) yields

|
t

t&r
d# _|

T

t
y(:) '(:, #&:) d:& X(#)=d& y(t) X(t) for t�T&r.

(3.11)

Since y is locally of bounded variation and X is locally absolutely
continuous, the following integration by parts is valid.

|
T

t
d:[ y(:)] X(:)+|

T

t
y(:) X$(:) d:= y(T) X(T)& y(t) X(t) for t�T.

(3.12)
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Using the fact that X satisfies Eq. (1.1) for a.e. t, the second integral can be
written as

|
T

t
y(:) X$(:) d:=|

T

t
y(:) {|

0

&r
d;['(:, ;)] X(:+;)= d:

=|
T

t
y(:) {|

:

:&r
d#['(:, #&:)] X(#)= d:.

Since '(:, #&:)='(:, &r) for #�:&r and '(:, #&:)=0 for #�:, the
last identity can be written in the form

|
T

t
y(:) X$(:) d:=|

T

t
y(:) {|

T

t&r
d#['(:, #&:)] X(#)= d:.

Interchanginig the order of integration in the last integral, we find for t�T,

|
T

t
y(:) X$(:) d:=|

T

t&r
d# _|

T

t
y(:) '(:, #&:) d:& X(#)

=|
t

t&r
d# _|

T

t
y(:) '(:, #&:) d:& X(#)

+|
T

t
d# _|

T

t
y(:) '(:, #&:) d:& X(#)

=|
t

t&r
d# _|

T

t
y(:) '(:, #&:) d:& X(#)

+|
T

t
d# _|

T

#
y(:) '(:, #&:) d:& X(#),

the last identity being a consequence of the fact that '(:, #&:)=0 for
:�#. Using this expression in Eq. (3.12), we obtain for t�T,

|
T

t
d# _y(#)+|

T

#
y(:) '(:, #&:) d:& X(#)

+|
t

t&r
d# _|

T

t
y(:) '(:, #&:) d:& X(#)

= y(T ) X(T )& y(t) X(t). (3.13)
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This, together with (3.11), implies

|
T

t
d#[h(#] X(#)=c for t�T&r, (3.14)

where c= y(T ) X(T )&d is a constant vector and the kernel h is defined by

h(#)= y(#)+|
T

#
y(:) '(:, #&:) d: for #�T.

We now show that h is locally absolutely continuous on (&�, T&r].
Clearly, h is locally of bounded variation. Integration by parts yields

|
T

t
d#[h(#)] X(#)=h(T) X(T)&h(t) X(t)&|

T

t
h(#) X$(#) d# for t�T.

Substituting this into (3.14), we obtain

h(t)=_b&|
T

t
h(#) X$(#) d#& X&1(t) for t�T&r

where b=h(T ) X(T )&c. The last identity shows that h is a product of two
locally absolutely continuous functions on (&�, T&r] and therefore it is
locally absolutely continuous. Using this fact, Eq. (3.14) can be written
equivalently as

|
T

t
h$(#) X(#) d#=c for t�T&r.

From this, differentiating with respect to t, we find h$(t) X(t)=0 for a.e.
t�T&r. Consequently, using the fact that X(t) is nonsingular, h$(t)=0
for a.e. t�T&r. This, together with the fact that h is locally absolutely
continuous, implies

h(t)= y(t)+|
T

t
y(:) '(:, t&:) d:=constant for t�T&r,

completing the proof.

Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 yield the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose Condition (1.4) holds and adopt the notation of
Theorem 1.1. There exists a unique n_n matrix-valued function Y locally of
bounded variation on R with the following properties:

(i) for every T # R, each row of Y satisfies the formal adjoint
equation (3.1),
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(ii) (Y t, Xt , t)=I for all t # R,

(iii) supt�0 |Y(t)| e&*0 t<�.

This matrix function Y will be called the special matrix solution of the
formal adjoint equation (3.1).

Proof. Let ei be the i th row of the n_n identity matrix I, and let yi be
the unique solution of (3.3) with d=ei and (3.4). Then in order to satisfy
Conditions (i), (ii), and (iii), the i th row of Y must be yi . The asserted
properties of Y follow from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.

4. MAIN RESULT

We are now in a position to state our main result, a refinement of
Theorem 1.2.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose Condition (1.4) holds and adopt the notation of
Theorem 1.2. Then for every , # C,

l(,)=(Y 0, ,, 0) =Y(0) ,(0)+|
r

0
Y(!) {|

&!

&r
d#['(!, #] ,(!+#)= d!,

(4.1)

where Y is the special matrix solution of the formal adjoint equation (3.1)
from Theorem 3.1.

Before we present the proof of Theorem 4.1, we establish two lemmas.

Lemma 4.1. Let y: R � Rn* be a function locally of bounded variation
such that for every T # R, y satisfies the formal adjoint equation (3.1). Then
for every solution x of Eq. (1.1) on [&r, �),

( yt, xt , t)=constant for t�0. (4.2)

Although the result of Lemma 4.1 is not new (see [8, Chap. 8, Lemma 2.1]),
we present its proof, since it follows easily from the proof of Lemma 3.2 of
Section 3.

Proof. We shall use Identities (3.10) and (3.13) from the proof of
Lemma 3.2.
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By definition,

( yt, xt , t) = y(t) x(t)+|
r

0
y(t+!)

_{|
0

&r
d;['(t+!, ;&!)] x(t+;)= d! for t�0.

From this, using Eq. (3.10), we find for 0�t�T&r,

( yt, xt , t)= y(t) x(t)+|
t

t&r
d# _|

T

t
y(:) '(:, #&:) d:& x(#). (4.3)

Using the fact that y is a solution of the adjoint equation (3.1) in
Eq. (3.13), we obtain for 0�t�T&r,

|
t

t&r
d# _|

T

t
y(:) '(:, #&:) d:& x(#)

= y(T ) x(T )& y(t) x(t)&|
T

T&r
d# _y(#)+|

T

#
y(:) '(:, #&:) d:& x(#).

Substitution into Eq. (4.3) yields (4.2) and the lemma is proved.

The following lemma will play an important role in the proof of
Theorem 4.1.

Lemma 4.2. Let : be a nonnegative locally integrable function on [0, �)
such that

:(t)�L |
t

t&r
:({) d{ for a.e. t�r, (4.4)

where L, r are positive constants. If

Lr<1 (4.5)

then the following statements are valid.

(i) ��
0 :({) d{<�,

(ii) M =def ess supt # [r, �) :(t)<�,

(iii) :(t)�M(Lr)i&1 for a.e. t�ir, i=1, 2, ... .
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Proof. Let T>2r. Integrating inequality (4.4) from r to T, we have

|
T

r
:(t) dt�L |

T

r _|
t

t&r
:({) d{& dt. (4.6)

Interchanging the order of integration in the last integral, we obtain

|
T

r _|
t

t&r
:({) d{& dt=|

r

0
{:({) d{+r |

T&r

r
:({) d{+|

T

T&r
(T&{) :({) d{

�|
r

0
{:({) d{+r |

T

r
:({) d{.

Using the last inequality in (4.6), we find

|
T

r
:(t) dt�L |

r

0
{:({) d{+Lr |

T

r
:({) d{.

Consequently,

|
T

r
:(t) dt�

L
1&Lr |

r

0
{:({) d{

which, letting T � �, implies (i).
From inequality (4.4), we see that for a.e. t�r,

:(t)�L |
�

0
:({) d{.

Thus, (i) implies (ii).
Finally, the fact that :(t)�M for a.e. t�r implies (iii) by simple induction

on (4.4).

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let

Q=[, # C | (Y0, ,, 0) =0].

We shall show that

l(,)=0 for every , # Q. (4.7)

Let , # Q be given. By Lemma 4.1, writing x(,)=x for brevity, we have

(Y t, xt , t)=(Y 0, x0 , 0)=(Y0, ,, 0) =0
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for all t�0. Consequently (cf. (3.5))

Y(t) x(t)+|
r

0
Y(t+!) {|

&!

&r
d#['(t+!, #)] x(t+!+#)= d!=0 (4.8)

for t�0.
By Theorem 3.1(ii), for t # R,

Y(t) X(t)+|
r

0
Y(t+!) {|

&!

&r
d#['(t+!, #)] X(t+!+#)= d!=I,

or, equivalently,

Y(t)=X&1(t)&|
r

0
Y(t+!) {|

&!

&r
d#['(t+!, #)] X(t+!+#) X&1(t)= d!.

Substituting this expression into (4.8), we find for t�0,

X&1(t) x(t)+|
r

0
Y(t+!)

_{|
&!

&r
d#['(t+!, #)][x(t+!+#)&X(t+!+#) X&1(t) x(t)]= d!=0.

(4.9)

Introduce

z(t)=X&1(t) x(t) for t�&r. (4.10)

Then Eq. (4.9) can be written as

z(t)=|
r

0
Y(t+!) {|

&!

&r
d#['(t+!, #)] X(t+!+#)[z(t)&z(t+!+#)]= d!

for t�0. Since both X&1 and x are locally absolutely continuous, so is z.
Consequently, from the last identity, we obtain for t�r,

z(t)=|
r

0
Y(t+!) {|

&!

&r
d#['(t+!, #)] X(t+!+#) |

t

t+!+#
z$(_) d_= d!,

from which,

z(t)=|
r

0
Y(t+!) {|

&!

&r
d#['(t+!, #)]

_|
t

t+!+#
X(t+!+#) X&1(_) |(_) d_= d!, (4.11)
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where the function | is defined by

|(t)=X(t) z$(t) for a.e. t�0. (4.12)

Thus, for t�r,

|z(t)|�|
r

0
|Y(t+!)| Var[&r, 0] '(t+!, } )

_ sup
&r�#�&!

|
t

t+!+#
|X(t+!+#) X&1(_)| ||(_)| d_ d!

which, together with (1.3) and the estimates for the growth of the special
matrix solutions X and Y (see Theorem 1.1(v) and Theorem 3.1(iii)),
implies

|z(t)|�N |
r

0
e*0(t+!) sup

&r�#�&!
|

t

t+!+#
e*0(_&t&!&#) ||(_)| d_ d! (4.13)

for t�r, where N=K supt�0 |Y(t)| e&*0t.
Now, following the lines of the proof of [4, Theorem 4], we show that

there exists a positive constant M such that

e*0 t|(t)�M(*0r) i&1 for a.e. t�ir, i=1, 2, ... . (4.14)

By virtue of (4.10), we have

x(t)=X(t) z(t) for t�0

and thus, for a.e. t�0,

x$(t)=X$(t) z(t)+X(t) z$(t).

From this, using Eq. (1.1), we find for a.e. t�0,

|(t)=X(t) z$(t)=x$(t)&X$(t) z(t)

=|
0

&r
d%['(t, %)][x(t+%)&X(t+%) z(t)]

=|
0

&r
d%['(t, %)] X(t+%)[z(t+%)&z(t)].
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Using the properties of the special matrix solution X from Theorem 1.1, we
obtain for a.e. t�r,

||(t)|�Var[&r, 0] '(t, } ) sup
&r�%�0

|X(t+%)[z(t+%)&z(t)]|

�K sup
&r�%�0 }X(t+%) |

t

t+%
z$(_) d_ }

=K sup
&r�%�0 } |

t

t+%
X(t+%) X&1(_) |(_) d_ }

�K sup
&r�%�0

|
t

t+%
|X(t+%) X&1(_)| ||(_)| d_

�K sup
&r�%�0

|
t

t+%
e*0(_&t&%) ||(_)| d_

�Ke*0re&*0 t |
t

t&r
e*0_ ||(_)| d_

=*0e&*0 t |
t

t&r
e*0_ ||(_)| d_.

Consequently, for a.e. t�r,

e*0t ||(t)|�*0 |
t

t&r
e*0 _ ||(_)| d_ (4.15)

and *0r<1 (cf. Theorem 1.1(v)). By Lemma 4.2, the last inequality
implies (4.14).

Using Estimate (4.14) in Inequality (4.13), we find for t�(i+1) r,
i=1, 2, ...,

|z(t)|�NMr(*0 r) i&1|
r

0
e*0 (t+!) sup

&r�#�&!
e&*0 (t+!+#) d!

=NMr2e*0r(*0r) i&1

which, together with the fact that 0<*0r<1, implies that

l(,)= lim
t � �

X &1(t) x(t)= lim
t � �

z(t)=0.

Thus, we have proved (4.7).
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Using Relation (4.7), we can easily complete the proof. Given , # C,
define a column vector c and an element � # C by

c=(Y0, ,, 0) and �=X0 c.

Then

(Y0, ,&�, 0) =(Y0, ,, 0)&(Y0, �, 0)

=c&(Y0, X0c, 0) =c&(Y0, X0 , 0) c=0,

the last identity being a consequence of Theorem 3.1(ii). Consequently,
,&� # Q and, by virtue of (4.7), l(,&�)=0. From this, in view of the
linearity of l : C � Rn and taking into account that x(�)(t)=X(t) c for
t�&r, we conclude

l(,)=l(�)= lim
t � �

X&1(t) x(�)(t)=c=(Y0, ,, 0) .

The second identity in (4.1) is a consequence of (3.5). The proof of the
theorem is complete.

Remark. Inequality (4.14) was obtained by Driver (see [4, p. 160]). As
we have pointed out, we have adopted this part of Driver's proof. The only
difference is that Driver considered solutions with continuous derivative,
therefore he could use the continuity of | to show the boundedness of
the function e*0 t ||(t)|, 0�t<�. In our case | is only locally integrable
(not necessarily continuous), therefore we needed a different argument
(Lemma 4.2).

The most common type of linear delay differential systems in the applica-
tions has the form

x$(t)= :
N

k=1

Ak(t) x(t&|k)+|
0

&r
A(t, %) x(t+%) d%, 0�|k�r,

where each n_n matrix-valued function Ak(t), A(t, %) is continuous in t, %.
In this case the formal adjoint equation (3.1) is

y$(t)=& :
N

k=1

y(t+|k) Ak(t+|k)&|
0

&r
y(t&!) A(t&!, !) d!, t�T&r
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and the bilinear form (3.2) is

(�, ,, t)=�(0) ,(0)+ :
N

k=1
|

|k

0
�(!) Ak(t+!) ,(!&|k) d!

+|
0

&r {|
&#

0
�(!) A(t+!, #) ,(!+#) d!= d#

for � # C*, , # C, and t # R (see [8, Sect. 6.3]). The smallness condition
(1.4) reduces to

sup
t # R _ :

N

k=1

|Ak(t)|+|
0

&r
|A(t, %)| d%& re<1.

We end this section with a short discussion showing the relationship
between the results obtained here and the decomposition theory of linear
functional differential equations (see [8, Chaps. 7 and 8]).

Let T(t, _): C � C be the solution operator of Eq. (1.1) defined by

T(t, _) ,=xt(_, ,), t�_, , # C,

where x(_, ,) is the solution of Eq. (1.1) with initial value , at _.
For any _ # R, define

P(_)=[, # C | ,=X_c for some c # Rn],

where X is the special matrix solution of Eq. (1.1). Each P(_) is an n-dimen-
sional subspace of C and the solution operator on P(_) can be defined for all
t # R. A close look at the proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that for each fixed _,
the space C can be decomposed as

C=P(_)�Q(_), (4.16)

where the complementary subspace Q(_) is given by

Q(_)=[, # C | (Y_, ,, _)=0],

Y being the special matrix solution of the adjoint equation (3.1).
The solution operator T(t, _) satisfies the relation

T(t, _) P(_)=P(t), T(t, _) Q(_)=Q(t)

which holds on Q( } ) for all t�_ and it holds on P( } ) for all t # R.
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The decomposition (4.16) defines two projection operators

?P(_) : C � P(_), ?P(_)P(_)=P(_)

?Q(_) : C � Q(_), ?Q(_) Q(_)=Q(_)

where ?P(_)+?Q(_)=I.
Referring to the proof of Theorem 4.1 (for _=0), these projections can

be given explicitly as

?P(_) ,=X_ (Y _, ,, _) and ?Q(_) ,=,&?P(_),.

Also, from Theorem 1.1(v) and Theorem 1.3 (and its proof), it follows that
there exists a positive constant M such that

|T(t, _) ?P(_),|�Me*0(_&t) |,| for , # C, t�_,

where *0 has the meaning from Theorem 1.1, and

|T(t, _) ?Q(_),|�Me&(t&_)�r |,| for , # C, t�_.

The above decomposition gives a very clear geometric picture of the
behavior of the solutions of Eq. (1.1) and, as it is shown in [8, Chap. 9],
it plays a fundamental role in the theory of perturbed linear systems.

5. ASYMPTOTIC CONSTANCY

In this section, we consider a special class of System (1.1) when all
constant functions are solutions of (1.1). This assumption is satisfied if and
only if in addition to the hypotheses on ' we assume that

'(t, &r)=0 for t # R. (5.1)

A prototype of such equations is the scalar equation

x$(t)= p(t)[x(t)&x(t&r)],

where r is a positive constant and p: R � R is locally integrable. This equa-
tion, with certain particular functions p, has application as a mathematical
model of an industrial problem involving wave motion in the overhead
supply line to an electrified railway system [5]. Another application arises
in number theory [13].
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In this special case of System (1.1) the special matrix solution is given by
X(t)=I for t # R and the asymptotic relation (1.5) states that every solu-
tion of System (1.1) is asymptotically constant (tends to a constant vector
as t � �).

The purpose of this section is to show that for System (1.1) with
Hypothesis (5.1) the smallness condition (1.4) can be weakened (see
Condition (5.2) below).

Theorem 5.1. Suppose that in addition to the hypotheses stated in the
beginning of Section 1 ' satisfies Condition (5.1) and let K be a constant
satisfying (1.3). If

Kr<1 (5.2)

then there exists a unique n_n matrix-valued function Y locally of bounded
variation on R with the following properties:

(i) for every T # R, each row of Y satisfies the formal adjoint
equation (3.1),

(ii) (Y t, I, t) =I for all t # R,

(iii) supt # R |Y(t)|<�.

Furthermore, every solution of System (1.1) is asymptotically constant,
and for every , # C,

l(,)= lim
t � �

x(,)(t)=(Y0, ,, 0) , (5.3)

where x(,) is the solution of System (1.1) with initial value , at zero.

Proof. Let B denote the space of n_n matrix-valued bounded functions
Y on R. The space B, equipped with the supremum norm,

&Y&=sup
t # R

|Y(t)|, Y # B,

is a Banach space. On the closed subset S =def [Y # B | Y is measurable on
R] of B, consider an operator K defined by

(KY)(t)=I&|
r

0
Y(t+!) '(t+!, &!) d! for t # R.
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By a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, it can be shown that
KY is locally of bounded variation. Further, Condition (5.2) and the
estimate (cf. (1.3) and (5.1))

|'(t+!, &!)|=|'(t+!, &!)&'(t+!, &r)|

�Var[&r, 0] '(t+!, } )�K, t # R, ! # [0, r],

imply that K: S � S is a contraction mapping. The unique fixed point
Y # S of K gives the unique bounded solution (locally of bounded variation)
of the integral equation

Y(t)+|
r

0
Y(t+!) '(t+!, &!) d!=I for t # R (5.4)

which is equivalent to Eq. (ii) of Theorem 5.1. Indeed, using Relations (3.5)
and (5.1), we have

(Y t, I, t) =Y(t)+|
r

0
Y(t+!)['(t+!, &!)&'(t+!, &r)] d!

=Y(t)+|
r

0
Y(t+!) '(t+!, &!) d!.

Since

|
r

0
Y(t+!) '(t+!, &!) d!=|

t+r

t
Y(:) '(:, t&:) d:,

and '(:, t&:)=0 for :�t+r, Eq. (5.4) can be written in the form

Y(t)+|
T

t
Y(:) '(:, t&:) d:=I for t�T&r.

Thus, Y is the matrix solution of the formal adjoint equation (3.1) with the
desired properties.

Since the proof of the asymptotic relation (5.3) is just a simple modifica-
tion of the proof of Theorem 4.1 (write X(t)=I and replace Inequality
(4.15) with the inequality ||(t)|�K �t

t&r ||(_)| d_ for a.e. t�r, where
|(t)=x$(t)), we omit the details.

Remark. For some previous results on asymptotic constancy of the
solutions of functional differential equations, see, e.g., [2, 3, 11, 12] and the
references therein. However, in theses papers the value of the limit (5.3) is
not obtained.
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Although the special matrix solution Y of the adjoint equation (3.1) is
not given explicitly, the proof of Theorem 5.1 yields a method for the
numerical approximation of the limits of the solutions of System (1.1).

Consider the construction of the special matrix solution Y from Theorem
5.1 by successive approximations on R. For t # R take

Y0(t)=0.

Then for k=0, 1, ... and t # R, define

Yk+1(t)=I&|
r

0
Yk(t+!) '(t+!, &!) d!.

Referring to the proof of Theorem 5.1, Y(t)=limk � � Yk(t) uniformly on
R. By easy computations,

sup
t # R

|Y(t)&Yk(t)|�(1&Kr)&1 (Kr)k for k=0, 1, ... . (5.5)

Introduce

lk(,)=(Y 0
k , ,, 0) for k=0, 1, ... .

Then

|l(,)&lk(,)|= } [Y(0)&Yk(0)] ,(0)+|
r

0
[Y(!)&Yk(!)]

_{|
&!

&r
d#['(!, #)] ,(!+#)= d! }

�|Y(0)&Yk(0)| |,(0)|

+|
r

0
|Y(!)&Yk(!)| Var[&r, 0] '(!, } ) sup

&r�#�&!
|,(!+#)| d!.

From this, using Estimates (1.3) and (5.5), we obtain for every , # C and
k=0, 1, ...,

|l(,)&lk(,)|�|,| (1+Kr)(1&Kr)&1 (Kr)k

and, of course, Kr<1. Thus, lk(,) can be used as a numerical approxima-
tion of l(,).
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